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Pseudomonas syringae is a member of an important group of
Gram-negative bacterial pathogens of plants and animals that
depend on a type III secretion system to inject virulence effector
proteins into host cells. In P. syringae, hrpyhrc genes encode the
Hrp (type III secretion) system, and avirulence (avr) and Hrp-
dependent outer protein (hop) genes encode effector proteins. The
hrpyhrc genes of P. syringae pv syringae 61, P. syringae pv syringae
B728a, and P. syringae pv tomato DC3000 are flanked by an
exchangeable effector locus and a conserved effector locus in a
tripartite mosaic Hrp pathogenicity island (Pai) that is linked to a
tRNALeu gene found also in Pseudomonas aeruginosa but without
linkage to Hrp system genes. Cosmid pHIR11 carries a portion of the
strain 61 Hrp pathogenicity island that is sufficient to direct
Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas fluorescens to inject HopPsyA
into tobacco cells, thereby eliciting a hypersensitive response
normally triggered only by plant pathogens. Large deletions in
strain DC3000 revealed that the conserved effector locus is essen-
tial for pathogenicity but the exchangeable effector locus has only
a minor role in growth in tomato. P. syringae secretes HopPsyA and
AvrPto in culture in a Hrp-dependent manner at pH and temper-
ature conditions associated with pathogenesis. AvrPto is also
secreted by Yersinia enterocolitica. The secretion of AvrPto de-
pends on the first 15 codons, which are also sufficient to direct the
secretion of an Npt reporter from Y. enterocolitica, indicating that
a universal targeting signal is recognized by the type III secretion
systems of both plant and animal pathogens.

Type III protein secretion systems underlie the pathogenicity
of many Gram-negative bacteria, including important animal

pathogens in the genera Yersinia, Salmonella, Shigella, and
Escherichia, and plant pathogens in the genera Pseudomonas,
Erwinia, Xanthomonas, and Ralstonia (1, 2). The plant pathogens
cause diverse diseases in hosts that range from apple trees to the
model weed Arabidopsis thaliana, and they all share an ability to
colonize the intercellular spaces of plant tissues and to cause
death (sometimes delayed) in plant cells. A fundamental differ-
ence between this group of plant pathogens and most of the
animal pathogens is that the former do not enter living host cells,
but rather interact with the host cytoplasm from outside of an
approximately 200-nm-thick plant cell wall. The ability to deliver
effector proteins across this barrier via the type III secretion
system is likely to be unique to plant pathogens, and it is key to
their pathogenicity.

Pseudomonas syringae is a widespread and representative plant
pathogen. It is host specific and elicits leaf spots and other foliar
necroses in host plants and the hypersensitive response (HR) in
nonhosts (3). In host plants, disease symptoms typically develop
after several days of bacterial growth in leaf intercellular spaces.
In nonhosts, the defense-associated programmed cell death that
characterizes the HR occurs within 24 h in plant cells that are in
contact with the bacterium (4). Underlying both types of P.

syringae interactions with plants are hrp (HR and pathogenicity)
and hrc (HR and conserved) genes that encode the type III
secretion system and avirulence (avr) and Hrp-dependent outer
protein (hop) genes that encode effector proteins injected into
plant cells by the system (three-letter suffixes often indicate the
strain of origin for the effector) (5). Avr proteins are so named
because in some potential hosts they betray the parasite to the
R (resistance) gene surveillance system of plants, thereby trig-
gering the HR (6).

P. syringae is divided into more than 40 pathovars based on
pathogenic specificity for various plant species, and some patho-
vars are further divided into races on the basis of host range
among differential cultivars of the host species. Although the
basis for host range at the pathovar–plant species level has not
been established, host range at the race-plant cultivar level is
determined by combinations of Avr-R genes interacting in a
gene-for-gene manner (6). That is, if the interactants contain
corresponding Avr and R genes, then HR-associated defenses
will be triggered. The R gene-encoded surveillance system, which
appears to be arrayed primarily against the antihost proteins of
parasites, is a key determinant of defense against highly adapted
‘‘stealth’’ pathogens like P. syringae. Similar gene-for-gene pa-
thosystems involving multiple races and cultivars occur with
many pathogenic fungi, nematodes, and viruses. The HR is
similarly triggered in ‘‘incompatible’’ interactions with many of
these parasites, and it is noteworthy that the HR is typically
triggered in plants only by potential pathogens, not by encoun-
ters with the far more numerous nonpathogenic microbes in the
environment.

Our research has focused on three strains of P. syringae: (i) P.
syringae pv syringae (Psy) 61 is a weak pathogen of bean and is
the source of the hrpyhrc gene cluster cloned on cosmid pHIR11
that contains all of the genes necessary for nonpathogenic
bacteria like Pseudomonas fluorescens and Escherichia coli to
elicit the HR in tobacco (7). (ii) Psy B728a is closely related to
strain 61 but is a highly virulent model for studying epiphytic
fitness and pathogenicity (brown spot of bean) in the field (8, 9).
(iii) P. syringae pv. tomato (Pto) DC3000 is a well-studied
pathogen of tomato and Arabidopsis (bacterial speck) that is
taxonomically quite divergent from pathovar syringae (10), and
it produces AvrPto, one of the best-studied Avr proteins (11).
Thus, we can compare two closely related strains and one highly
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divergent strain in our investigation of the evolution and function
of Hrp systems.

In the last decade, research on the evolution and function of
type III secretion systems in Salmonella and Yersinia spp. has
yielded two revolutionary insights. First, genes associated with
pathogenicity, such as those encoding type III secretion sys-
tems, are often clustered in horizontally acquired pathogenic-
ity islands (Pais) that may enable the evolution of virulence in
‘‘quantum leaps’’ (12, 13). Second, type III secretion systems
have the remarkable ability to inject bacterial proteins into the
cytoplasm of eukaryote host cells (14, 15). In this article, we
will describe our progress in understanding how the P. syringae
Hrp system expressed from pHIR11 enables a nonpathogen
like E. coli to make a quantum leap in its ability to interact with
plants by eliciting the HR, how hrpyhrc genes are arranged in
Hrp Pais that also encode a variety of putative effectors, and
how universal targeting signals and genetically dissectable
secretion mechanisms underlie effector protein traffic through
the pathway.

HopPsyA, pHIR11, and the Minimum Genetic Unit for Bacterial
Elicitation of the Hypersensitive Response
Cosmid pHIR11 was seminal in establishing the minimum
genetic requirements and relative role of the Hrp system and
effectors in HR elicitation. pHIR11 was cloned from Psy 61 on
the basis of its ability to complement several hrp::Tn5 mutations
in that strain (7). It also enables P. fluorescens, P. putida, and E.
coli (and probably many other Gram-negative bacteria) to elicit
the HR in tobacco. However, pHIR11 does not enable non-
pathogens to multiply or cause disease in any plants tested. For
example, P. fluorescens (pHIR11) does not cause any symptoms
in tobacco leaves unless inoculated at a very high level ($5 3 106

cellyml), such that enough individual plant cells undergo the HR
to produce a confluent collapse. The DNA sequence of pHIR11
reveals a 25-kb cluster of hrpyhrc genes linked to an apparent
operon encoding hopPsyA (hrmA) and ORF1 (16–22) (Fig. 1).
The hrpyhrc clusters of Psy B728a and Pto DC3000 are arranged
similarly (further discussed below), but HopPsyA is unique to Psy
61 (18, 23). Three proteins, the HrpZ and HrpW harpins and
HrpA pilin, are secreted by the P. syringae Hrp pathway in culture
more abundantly than other Hrp-dependent proteins (24–27).
Harpins are glycine-rich cysteine-lacking proteins that possess
heat-stable HR elicitor activity when infiltrated at relatively high
concentration into the intercellular leaf spaces of many plants (5,
28). However, in P. syringae their HR-elicitation activity does not
correlate with bacterial host range, and these proteins appear to
have an ancillary role in plant interactions (21). HrpA forms a
Hrp-specific pilus that is 6–8 nm in diameter and is essential for
all Hrp phenotypes (26).

Through a series of observations, HopPsyA was identified as
the HR-triggering effector that is injected into plant cells by the
pHIR11 Hrp system, and it was simultaneously shown to have
salient characteristics of known Avr proteins: (i) Mutations in

hopPsyA abolish the ability of pHIR11 to direct HR elicitation
without affecting HrpZ production or secretion, indicating that
the essential role of HopPsyA is not as a component of the Hrp
secretion system (29). (ii) HopPsyA travels the Hrp pathway, as
demonstrated by its secretion in culture (discussed below) (30).
(iii) HopPsyA has no apparent effect when delivered exog-

Fig. 1. The cluster of Psy 61 genes carried on pHIR11 that enables nonphy-
topathogenic bacteria to elicit the HR in tobacco. hopPsyA (checkered) en-
codes an effector protein that apparently is delivered into plant cells. Other
genes encode regulatory factors (shaded), Hrc components associated with
export across the inner membrane (diagonal hatching) or outer membrane
(cross hatching), extracellular Hrp proteins (stippled), or proteins with un-
known function (open boxes). Squares on arrows denote the presence of
HrpL-activated promoters (55).

Fig. 2. Summary of evidence that HopPsyA functions like an avirulence
protein that interacts inside plant cells with the product of an R gene present
in N. tabacum but not N. benthamiana. The upper squares, labeled ‘‘pHIR11,’’
indicate the responses in leaves of N. tabacum (N.t.) and N. benthamiana (N.b.)
to P. fluorescens 55 carrying pHIR11 (1) or a hopPsyA::TnphoA derivative (2)
after infiltration at a concentration of 5 3 107 cellsyml. ‘‘HR’’ indicates rapid
confluent collapse of infiltrated tissue; ‘‘Null’’ indicates no visible response.
The next two photographs, labeled ‘‘Agrobacterium,’’ show the effect in N.t.
and N.b. of A. tumefaciens GV3101-mediated transient expression of hopPsyA
via glucocorticoid-inducible expression vector pTA7002 (85). Plants receiving
pTA7002 (2) or pTA7002::hopPsyA (1) were sprayed with the glucocorticoid
dexamethasone 48 h after infiltration and then photographed 24 h later. Note
that the confluent tissue collapse indicative of the HR is observed only when
hopPsyA is expressed in the N.t. leaf. The lower two photographs, labeled ‘‘P.
s. tabaci,’’ show the effect in N.t. leaves of P. syringae pv tabaci 11528 carrying
empty vector pDSK519 (2) or pCPP2349 (hopPsyA1) (1) at 1 and 5 days after
inoculation (23). The level of inoculum was 5 3 108 in the lowest sector on each
side of each leaf and 5 3 106 cellyml in the next sectors up. Note that the HR
developed by the end of day 1 in the sector infiltrated with 5 3 108 cellsyml of
P. syringae pv tabaci (pCPP2349), whereas disease symptoms caused by P.
syringae pv tabaci(pDSK519) developed later, with a lower level of inoculum,
and were uniquely marked with the bright yellow chlorosis characteristic of
wildfire. [Reproduced with permission from ref. 23 (Copyright 1997, Mol.
Plant–Microbe Interact.).]
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enously to tobacco cells but is lethal if expressed inside them via
either biolistic- or Agrobacterium tumefaciens-mediated transient
expression (23) (Fig. 2). (iv) Unlike tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum
L. cv. Xanthi), Nicotiana benthamiana does not respond with the
HR to either P. fluorescens (pHIR11) or hopPsyA transiently
expressed inside plant cells after delivery by A. tumefaciens (Fig.
2). (v) When transformed into P. syringae pv tabaci, hopPsyA
causes the tobacco wildfire pathogen to become avirulent in
tobacco, as would be expected if tobacco possessed an R gene
directing recognition of HopPsyA (23) (Fig. 2). (vi) A hopPsyA
mutation in Psy 61 does not abolish virulence in bean or HR
elicitation in tobacco, which is typical of known avr genes
apparently because of their redundant contribution to parasitic
fitness in hosts and HR elicitation in nonhost species (31). (vii)
P. fluorescens and E. coli strains carrying pHIR11 fail to elicit the
HR in soybean, Arabidopsis, and tomato, suggesting that those
plants lack an R gene corresponding to HopPsyA; however,
bacteria carrying pHIR11 do elicit an HR in those plants if
transformed with avr genes that they recognize (32, 33) (Fig. 3).
(viii) For AvrB and AvrPto, two of the Avr proteins demon-
strated to work with pHIR11 in triggering an R gene-dependent
HR, there are multiple lines of evidence that recognition by the
R gene system occurs inside plant cells (33–36) (Fig. 3). Thus,
pHIR11 directs heterologous HR elicitation in tobacco because
it happens to encode a complete Hrp system plus an effector
recognized by tobacco.

The minimum genetic requirements for being a bacterial
parasite of plants are unknown. Parasitism apparently requires
the delivery of multiple effector proteins that suppress general
antibacterial defenses andyor promote nutrient release from
plant cells. The number of effector proteins secreted by a given
strain and the virulence targets of those proteins are unknown.
More than 30 avryhop genes from various P. syringae and
Xanthomonas strains have been cloned and sequenced (37).
Members of the AvrRxvyAvrBsT family are unique in being
similar to animal pathogen effectors—the Yersinia YopJy
Salmonella AvrA family (38). The ability of YopJ to inhibit MAP
kinase kinases suggests a potential role of the AvrRxv proteins
in suppressing plant defenses (39). The Xanthomonas AvrBs2 is
unique in having a sequence that predicts an enzymatic activity,
and the similarity of AvrBs2 to A. tumefaciens agrocinopine
synthase suggests a role in bacterial nutrition (40). Finally, the P.
syringae AvrD protein family is unique in directing the synthesis
of syringolide elicitors of an Rpg4-specific HR in soybean (41).
Other Avr proteins offer little clue to their function as effectors,
although it is noteworthy that many make a quantitative contri-
bution to virulence (37), and they can be deleterious when
overexpressed in plant cells lacking cognate R genes (33, 42)
(Fig. 3).

Functions of Hrp System Components
P. syringae hrp genes were initially characterized on the basis of
plant reaction phenotypes: typical mutants no longer elicited the
HR in nonhosts or were pathogenic (or parasitic) in hosts (43,
44). Subsequently, levels of hrp expression and the secretion of
HrpZ and AvryHop effectors provided phenotypes for dissecting
the functions of Hrp system components. Table 1 summarizes the
phenotypes of representative Hrp system mutants and indicates
the following genetically distinguishable functions (Fig. 1): (i)
positive and negative regulation of the Hrp regulon (hrpyhrc
genes and known avryhop genes); (ii) export of harpins and
effectors across the inner membrane via a translocator appar-
ently evolved from the flagellar biogenesis system; (iii) export of
harpins and effectors across the outer membrane through a
channel formed by secretin multimers; (iv) translocation of
effectors across the plant cell wall and plasma membrane into the
host cytoplasm by an unknown system.

Recent observations highlight the complexity of Hrp system
functions. Regulation involves not only the positive regulators
HrpR, HrpS, and HrpL (45), but also HrpA and HrpV: multiple
hrp genes are activated by the HrpA pilin and repressed by HrpV.
Psy 61 and Pto DC3000 strains with nonpolar deletions of hrpA
no longer express hrp genes in culture, and they have a Hrp2

phenotype in plant bioassays (46). In contrast, constitutive
expression of hrpV in Psy 61 represses the production of multiple
Hrp components in culture, although it does not abolish HR
elicitation, which suggests significant differences between Hrp
regulation in culture and in planta (47). The repressive effects on
hrp gene expression of deleting hrpA or overexpressing hrpV can
be overcome by constitutive expression of hrpL or hrpRS, which
suggests that HrpA and HrpV act upstream of the HrpRS-HrpL
activation cascade (although effects on hrpRS expression have
not yet been tested) (46, 47). The ability of constitutively
produced HrpRS to restore the expression of the Hrp regulon in
a Pto DC3000 hrpA mutant enabled testing of the role of HrpA
in the secretion of the HrpW harpin and AvrPto (46). Surpris-
ingly, HrpA is required for both of these proteins to be secreted

Fig. 3. Summary of evidence that AvrB elicits an Rpg1-dependent HR
whether delivered by P. syringae pv glycinea, P. fluorescens (pHIR11), or
biolistic transformation. Top indicates the responses of soybean cultivars
Acme and Harosoy to P. syringae pv glycinea and P. fluorescens (pHIR11)
strains with or without avrB (33, 86). ‘‘P’’ indicates pathogenicity (bacterial
blight symptoms); ‘‘HR’’ indicates rapid confluent collapse with an inoculum
level of 5 3 107 cellsyml and no disease development at any inoculum level;
‘‘Null’’ indicates no visible response. Bottom shows the effects on b-glucuron-
idase (GUS) activity of transient coexpression of avrB in leaf cells of Acme and
Harosoy. The leaves were biolistically cobombarded with tungsten particles
coated with the indicated plasmids, incubated for 24 h, and then histochem-
ically stained for GUS activity (23), which is an indicator of the viability of the
transformed cells (87). Note that the histochemically stained spots are much
smaller in the Acme leaves expressing avrB and completely absent in Harosoy
leaves expressing avrB.
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in culture, which complicates genetic dissection of the role of
HrpA in the translocation of effector proteins into plant cells.
Furthermore, no mutations in P. syringae have identified factors
specifically involved in the translocation step, as would be
indicated by a block in effector protein translocation into plant
cells (detectable by an R gene-dependent HR) without a block
in secretion in culture. Mutants of this class have been exten-
sively explored in Yersinia (yopB and yopD) (48).

Finally, it is noteworthy that Psy B728a hrpJ::VSpR and
hrcC::nptII (nonpolar) mutants are strongly reduced in their
ability to colonize bean leaves grown in the field from surface-
inoculated seeds (9). The ability of Psy to achieve threshold
population levels as an epiphyte on the surface of bean leaves has
been shown to be important in pathogenesis in the field (8).
Interestingly, B728a hrpJ::VSpR and hrcC::nptII mutants achieve
high population levels on occasional leaves, and at a similarly low
frequency they cause brown spot symptoms (9). This suggests
that the Psy B728a Hrp system has a larger role in growth in
planta than virulence per se, which is consistent with the finding
of gacS (lemA) mutants of Psy B728a that do not produce disease
lesions even though they grow to wild-type levels in bean and
produce the HR in nonhost tobacco (49).

The Tripartite Mosaic Structure of the P. syringae Hrp Pai
To further characterize the Hrp system genes and any candidate
effector genes linked to them, we have investigated the sequence
of the hrpyhrc gene clusters and flanking regions of Psy B728a
and Pto DC3000 (50). The hrpyhrc cluster resides at the center
of a Hrp Pai with three distinct loci that make different
contributions to pathogenicity. The hrpyhrc genes of the diver-
gent strains 61 and DC3000 are similar in arrangement, although
the hrpA genes are notably different (28% amino acid identity).
In contrast, the hrpA genes of strains 61 and B728a are 100%
identical. However, B728a is distinguished by a 3.6-kb insert
containing homologs of bacteriophage l genes Ea59 and Ea31
(50). The entire hrpyhrc cluster (hrpK-hrpR) was deleted from
Pto DC3000 by a marker-exchange strategy using PCR-amplified
DNA from the regions bordering hrpK and hrpR (Fig. 4). As
expected, the mutant failed to grow significantly or to cause
bacterial speck disease in tomato (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill.

cv. Moneymaker) and Arabidopsis (Col-0), and it did not elicit
the HR in tobacco (D.E.F. and A.C., unpublished data).

Three nucleotides downstream of the hrpK stop codon, the
DNA sequence of Psy 61, Psy B728a, and Pto DC3000 is
completely divergent (50). This divergent region, the exchange-
able effector locus (EEL) further described below, has a signif-
icantly lower G 1 C content than the rest of the Hrp Pai and the
P. syringae genome. The EELs have variable lengths of 2.5 kb
(Psy 61), 7.3 kb (Psy B728a), and 5.9 kb (Pto DC3000), and they
are bounded by hrpK and tRNALeu -queA-tgt sequences. The
latter are also found in Pseudomonas aeruginosa but without
linkage to any Hrp Pai genes. On the other side of the hrpyhrc
cluster, beyond hrpR, resides a conserved effector locus (CEL)
of '17-kb (further discussed below). Comparison of the CEL
regions sequenced in the divergent strains B728a and DC3000
revealed that the first seven ORFs are arranged identically and
have an average DNA sequence identity of 78% and a G 1 C
content that is similar to that of the hrpyhrc region and the rest

Fig. 4. The Hrp Pai of Pto DC3000 and the phenotype of large deletions
affecting each of the three major regions. The shaded boxes denote genes
considered to be outside of the Hrp Pai. Squares on arrows denote the
presence of Hrp boxes. hrpK is presented on the same line as the EEL because
ORF1 is in the same apparent operon. Open boxes denote genes in the EEL and
CEL. The structure of the hrpJ and hrpU operons is based on partial sequence
data and colinearity with this region in Psy 61. Dashed lines indicate the
regions deleted, and the Inset (Left) shows the effect of each deletion on the
ability of DC3000 to elicit the HR in tobacco or cause disease symptoms in
tomato.

Table 1. Phenotypes resulting from mutating or overexpressing representative hrpyhrc genes or operons in P. syringae

Geneyoperon*

Mutant phenotype
Constitutive expression

phenotype Comment and referencesHR Pathogenicity HrpZ synthesis HrpZ localization

hrpL 2 2 2 NA Hrp regulon constitutively
expressed

ECF family alternate sigma
factor (31, 75, 79, 80)

hrpJ and hrpU
operons

2 Virtually
abolished†

1 Cytoplasmic only Inner membrane translocator
components (9, 17, 19, 20,
81)

hrpV 1 1 1 Wild-type extracellular
levels

Hrp regulon repressed in
culture; but bacteria still
Hrp1

Negative regulator (22, 47)

hrcC 2 Virtually
abolished†

1 Some periplasmic; none
extracellular

Outer membrane ‘‘secretin’’
(9, 16, 22, 24, 81, 82)

hrcJ 2 2 1 None extracellular Associated with both inner
and outer membranes (20,
82)

hrpZ 1 1 2 NA All HrpZ secretion blocked Harpin (21, 24, 29)
hrpA 2 2 2 None extracellular Hrp pilin (26, 46)
hrpR-S 2 2 2 NA Hrp regulon constitutively

expressed
NtrC-family positive activators

(75, 80, 83, 84)

*Genes and operons are presented in the order that they are arranged in the Hrp Pai (Fig. 1); mutations ablating operons resulted from insertion of interposons
in hrpJ and hrpP.

†Mutants deficient in the hrpJ operon and hrcC in Psy 61, Pto DC3000, and Psy B728a are nonpathogenic in standard assays on host plants; paradoxically Psy B728a
mutants can still cause brown spot of bean in the field at a low frequency ('5% of the wild type) when seeds are dipped in mutant inoculum before planting.
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of the P. syringae genome. Overall, the Hrp Pai of P. syringae has
key properties of Pais possessed by animal pathogens (13),
including: (i) the presence of many virulence-associated genes
(several with relatively low G 1 C content) in a large ('50-kb)
chromosomal region, (ii) linkage to the 39 end of a tRNA gene,
(iii) absence from the corresponding locus in a closely related
species, and (iv) instability and possession of many sequences
related to mobile genetic elements (specifically in the EEL,
discussed below).

An EEL Makes a Small Contribution to Parasitic Fitness
The Psy B728a EEL possesses three ORFs predicting products
similar to known Avr proteins: P. syringae pv phaseolicola
AvrPphC and P. syringae pv glycinea AvrC (ORF1); P. syringae
pv phaseolicola AvrPphE (ORF2); and Xanthomonas AvrBsT
and AvrRxv (ORF5) (50). avrPphE illustrates the instability of
the EEL region in being absent from the EELs of Psy 61 and Pto
DC3000 and present in P. syringae pv phaseolicola 1302A but in
a different location, immediately downstream of hrpK (hrpY) in
that strain (51). Although Psy 61 and B728a are in the same
pathovar, the strain 61 EEL is completely different and carries
only hopPsyA and ORF1, which are present in only a few Psy
strains (18, 23). The ORFs in the Pto DC3000 EEL predict no
products with similarity to known Avr proteins; however, the
ORF1 protein is secreted in a hrp-dependent manner by E. coli
(pCPP2156), which expresses an Erwinia chrysanthemi Hrp
system and secretes P. syringae Avr proteins (52) (J.R.A. and
K.v.D., unpublished data). Several ORFs in these EELs are
preceded by Hrp boxes indicative of HrpL-activated promoters
(53–55).

The EELs of these three strains also contain sequences
homologous to various mobile genetic elements (50). The Psy
B728a EEL carries sequences similar to those in a P. syringae pv
phaseolicola plasmid that harbors several avr genes (56) and to
sequences homologous to insertion elements that are typically
found on plasmids, which suggests plasmid integration via an
insertion sequence element in this region (57). Psy B728a ORF3
and ORF4 show similarity to sequences implicated in the
horizontal acquisition of the LEE Pai by pathogenic E. coli
strains, and the Pto DC3000 EEL carries a TnpA9 fragment
similar to Pseudomonas stutzeri TnpA1 (50). These ORFs are not
preceded by Hrp boxes and are unlikely to encode effector
proteins.

Cosmid pCPP2346, which carries the B728a hrpyhrc region
and flanking sequences (4 kb on the left and 13 kb on the right),
enabled P. fluorescens to secrete the B728a HrpZ harpin in
culture and to elicit the HR in tobacco leaves. However,
confluent necrosis developed more slowly than with P. fluore-
scens (pHIR11). These observations suggested that the product
of at least one of the effector genes in the B728a EEL was
recognized by an R gene in tobacco. In agreement with this
hypothesis, a derivative of plasmid pCPP46 carrying the B728a
EEL renders P. syringae pv tabaci avirulent in tobacco (W.-L.D.
and A.C., unpublished data).

The contribution of the various EELs to the parasitic fitness
of P. syringae strains was assayed with appropriate mutants (50).
A hopPsyA::TnphoA Psy 61 mutant had previously been shown
to be only partially impaired in Hrp phenotypes (31). Deletions
of the entire EEL regions of Pto DC3000 (50) and Psy B728a
(W.-L.D, unpublished work) were constructed by marker ex-
change with appropriate border regions subcloned on either side
of an VSpR cassette. The growth in host plants of mutant and
wild-type strains was compared after inoculation by syringe
infiltration. The Pto DC3000 DEEL mutant was slightly reduced
in the final population it achieved in tomato (cv. Moneymaker)
(50), but no significant reduction was observed with the Psy
B728a DEEL mutant in bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L. cv. Eagle)
(W.-L.D. and A.C., unpublished data). The mutants also re-

tained the ability to elicit the HR on various nonhosts. Thus,
additional effectors encoded elsewhere in the genome appar-
ently contribute to parasitic fitness in hosts and betray the
parasite to R gene surveillance in nonhosts.

The CEL Is Important for Pathogenicity
The region to the right of hrpR in DC3000 had been known for
several years to contain the avrE locus, which is comprised of two
transcriptional units and, when heterologously expressed, causes
P. syringae pv glycinea to become avirulent on all soybean
cultivars tested (58). Also known to be in this region is the hrpW
gene encoding a second harpin, which is distinguished by its
C-terminal domain with homology to class III pectate lyases and
its ability to bind to calcium pectate (27). A previous sequence
analysis of the 59 sequences for the first four transcriptional units
beyond hrpR (58) was extended to include the first 14 ORFs to
the right of hrpR in Pto DC3000 and a partial sequence of the
corresponding region in Psy B728a (50). Unlike the EEL, this
region contains no sequences similar to known mobile genetic
elements, and it appears conserved between Psy and Pto because
the first seven ORFs are arranged identically in these divergent
strains and have an average DNA sequence identity of 78%. In
Fig. 4, the outer border of the CEL is given tentatively as around
ORF10. ORF8 is preceded by a Hrp box and is therefore a
candidate effector. In contrast, the gene beyond ORF10 shows
homology to a family of bacterial GstA proteins (50). Because
glutathione S-transferase activity is common in nonpathogenic
fluorescent pseudomonads (59), this gene is not likely to be an
effector or part of the CEL. The ORF5 protein is secreted in a
hrp-dependent manner by E. coli (pCPP2156), but mutation with
an VSpr cassette has little effect on either HR elicitation in
tobacco or pathogenicity in tomato (A.O.C., J.L.B, and A.C.,
unpublished data). Notably, six operons in this region are
preceded by a Hrp box, which is characteristic of known avr genes
in P. syringae (53–55, 58) (Fig. 4).

To assess the collective contribution of the CEL ORFs that
were both partially characterized and likely to encode effectors,
we constructed a mutation in Pto DC3000 that replaced avrE
through ORF5 with an VSpr cassette (50). The DCEL mutant
still elicited the HR in tobacco, but tissue collapse was delayed
'5 h. The mutant no longer elicited disease symptoms in tomato
when infiltrated at a concentration of 104 cfuyml, and growth in
planta was strongly reduced (50). Pathogenicity was restored to
the DCEL mutant by a plasmid carrying ORF2 through ORF10,
and the mutant was able to secrete AvrPto in culture. All of these
observations suggest that the DCEL mutation does not interfere
with Hrp secretion functions and that the loss of pathogenicity
can be attributed to the loss of multiple effectors. Finally,
although avrE and several other candidate effector genes are
located in the Hrp Pai of Pto DC3000, additional effector genes,
such as avrPto, are located somewhere else (60), and the
complete inventory of effector genes in this strain remains
unknown. Because most of the known P. syringae avr genes are
associated with mobile genetic elements (61), the avr composi-
tion of various P. syringae strains may vary considerably, pre-
sumably as a result of opposing selection pressures to promote
parasitism while evading host R gene surveillance.

HrpK and CEL ORF1
The hrpL and hrpR genes bracket a cluster of operons that
contain both hrp and hrc genes and appear sufficient to encode
a complete Hrp type III secretion system. hrpK and the CEL
ORF1 reside in the two borders between this core hrpyhrc cluster
and known effector genes, and the functions of these two genes
are unknown. The HrpK proteins of Psy and Pto are 79%
identical, which makes them more conserved than several of the
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proteins encoded by the core hrpyhrc cluster (50). hrpK mutants
have a variable Hrp phenotype (51, 62), and a Psy B728a hrpK
mutant still elicits the HR in tobacco and secretes HrpZ in
culture (Fig. 5). These observations suggest that HrpK is a
conserved effector rather than a component of the Hrp system.
It is noteworthy that candidate effector genes appear to reside
downstream of hrpK in the same operon in Psy B728a and Pto
DC3000 (50). In contrast to HrpK, the CEL ORF1 is more likely
to be an ancillary component of the Hrp system than an effector,
because it is most similar to E. coli murein lytic transglycosylase
MltD and shares a lysozyme-like domain with the product of ipgF
(63), which is a Shigella flexneri gene linked to type III secretion
system genes (64). Although mutations in these genes in Pto
DC3000 and S. flexneri have no obvious phenotype (58, 64),
other peptidoglycan hydrolases may mask the phenotype (65).
The region to the right of hrpR in pHIR11 has not been
sequenced and may harbor ORF1. However, TnPhoA mutations
in this region have no apparent phenotype (31).

Effector Protein Secretion and a Universal Type III Targeting
Signal
The ability of pHIR11 to deliver the products of avr genes from
other P. syringae pathovars suggested that the Hrp system
recognizes a universal targeting signal in these proteins. Indeed,
the cluster of hrpyhrc genes from the soft-rot pathogen E.
chrysanthemi, cloned in cosmid pCPP2156, enables E. coli to
secrete AvrB and AvrPto (52), and Erwinia amylovora and P.
syringae can interchangeably deliver their respective DspE and
AvrE proteins to plants, as indicated by appropriate plant
reactions (66). Moreover, Xanthomonas campestris pv vesicatoria
can secrete AvrB (67), Yersinia enterocolitica can secrete both
AvrB and AvrPto (68), and X. campestris pv vesicatoria and E.
coli (pCPP2156) can secrete YopE, a Yersinia effector (67, 68).
These observations extend the original discovery of heterolo-
gous delivery of effectors by the type III secretion systems of
Yersinia, Salmonella, and Shigella, and they strongly suggest the
existence of universal targeting signals in proteins traveling all
type III secretion pathways (69).

Yersinia secretes multiple Yops (Yersinia outer proteins) via
the type III secretion pathway, and Yops carry an mRNA
targeting signal in their first 15 codons (70, 71). Fusion of the first
15 codons of YopE to an Npt reporter is sufficient for type III
secretion of the hybrid to the bacterial milieu, and mutations that
shift the reading frame of these codons do not abolish secretion,
which indicates that the targeting information resides in the
mRNA rather than the peptide (71). Several Yops, including
YopE, have a second targeting domain, which depends on a
customized chaperone and is required for translocation into host
cells (72). However, YopQ has only an mRNA targeting signal
(73), and it is also secreted by E. coli (pCPP2156). Several
observations support the hypothesis that the first 15 codons of
avrPto similarly carry an mRNA targeting signal: (i) deletion of
the first 10 codons abolishes the secretion of AvrPto by E. coli
(pCPP2156) and Y. enterocolitica; (ii) fusion of the first 15 codons
of AvrPto to an Npt reporter is sufficient for type III secretion

of the hybrid to the Y. enterocolitica milieu; and (iii) mutations
that shift the reading frame of the AvrPto codons (11, 12, and
21) do not abolish secretion of the Npt reporter (68). Thus, the
mRNA signal recognized by type III secretion systems appears
to be shared by the effectors of both plant and animal pathogens.

The efficiency with which different P. syringae Avr proteins are
secreted in culture by different type III systems varies consid-
erably (as indicated by the proportion of total effector protein
released to the medium), and secretion by native P. syringae Hrp
systems has been reported only recently (30, 74). AvrB and
AvrPto secretion illustrates this variability. Both proteins are
secreted much more strongly by Y. enterocolitica than by E. coli
(pCPP2156) (52, 68), and AvrPto is the only one of these two that
is secreted by P. syringae (30). Heterologously expressed
AvrRpt2 is similarly secreted by E. coli (pCPP2156) and Pto
DC3000 (74), but much less efficiently than AvrPto is secreted
by P. syringae (30). These differences in secretion behavior in
culture bear no apparent relationship to the biological activity of
the effectors. For example, although AvrB secretion from P.
syringae has yet to be observed in culture, AvrB is almost
certainly delivered into plant cells (33, 34). Thus, it remains
unclear whether the differing secretion behaviors of AvrB and
AvrPto reflect some form of effector sorting by the pathway or
whether it is peculiar to secretion in culture.

In Yersinia, the type III pathway can be activated by growth at
37°C in low-calcium medium, and these conditions obviate the
normal requirement for host cell contact (1). In P. syringae, the
hrpyhrc genes are induced in minimal media that do not support
rapid growth (75), and two environmental factors relevant to
pathogenesis have been found to be critical for the secretion of
HopPsyA and AvrPto by Psy 61 and Pto DC3000, respectively
(30). That is, both proteins are secreted at pH 6.0 and 20°C but
not at pH 7.0 or 30°C. These conditions correspond to the low
pH of plant intercellular fluids and the cool temperatures that
favor disease development with these bacteria (76). However,
the secretion capacity of the type III systems of plant pathogens
in culture, even under optimal conditions, seems much less than
that of Yersinia, regardless of the effector protein.

One explanation is that the Hrp systems are not fully activated
until contact with plant cells, and the appropriate mutants or
signals needed to unlock that capacity have not been found.
Alternatively, the secretion capacity of the Hrp system may be
reduced by adaptations for delivery through the plant cell wall
matrix. In support of the first hypothesis, the Hrp regulon in
Ralstonia solanacearum is induced maximally in culture by
cocultivation with plant cells (77, 78). We have similarly ob-
served that a PhrpA-uidA fusion is induced '20-fold when
suspension-cultured tobacco cells are added to Hrp-inducing
minimal medium (W.-L.D. and A.C., unpublished data), which
suggests that contact-dependent induction may be widespread
with the Hrp systems of plant pathogenic bacteria.

The differing abilities of type III systems to translocate
effector-reporter hybrid proteins provides support for the sec-
ond hypothesis. Early evidence for the translocation of Yop
proteins into host cells was obtained with a YopE-CyA hybrid
that produced adenylate cyclase activity in a calmodulin-
dependent manner (15). This reporter system is a powerful tool
for investigating translocated proteins and their targeting signals.
Unfortunately, translocation into host cells of effector-reporter
hybrids has not been described for any plant pathogens, and
fusion of the C terminus of AvrRpt2 with Myc6, Gfp, or CyA
blocks avrRpt2-Rps2-dependent HR elicitation and diminishes
the virulence of Pto DC3000 in Arabidopsis plants lacking the
cognate Rps2 gene (74). It seems that the fusion of large
polypeptides to the C terminus of Avr proteins disrupts Hrp
functions. Thus, it appears that effector proteins can be targeted
to the type III pathway by a universal mRNA targeting signal and

Fig. 5. Secretion of the HrpZ harpin by Psy B728a hrpK mutant CUCPB5092.
Bacteria were grown under Hrp-inducing conditions and fractionated into
cell-bound (C) and supernatant (S) fractions as previously described (30).
Proteins were resolved by SDSyPAGE and analyzed by immunoblotting with
anti-HrpZ antibodies.
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secreted across inner and outer membranes by machinery that is
common to all type III systems. However, translocation into host
cells is likely to be unique because of adaptations to the
fundamentally different surfaces of plant and animal cells.

Conclusions
Our investigation of the basis for P. syringae phytopathogenicity
has focused on the mechanisms underlying elicitation of the HR,
a signature of plant encounters with incompatible phytopatho-
gens, and it has revealed the modular nature of the process and
its underlying genetics. Thus, the requirements for HR elicita-
tion can be reduced to two components: a functional Hrp type
III secretion system and an injected effector protein that is
recognized by the R-gene surveillance system of the test plant.
Hrp protein secretion in culture can be further dissected genet-
ically, revealing two operons directing export across the inner
membrane and another directing export across the outer mem-
brane. The effector proteins also appear modular in their
possession of a universal type III targeting signal in the 59 ends
of their cognate mRNAs. This modularity has several experi-
mental consequences: a cloned P. syringae Hrp system is suffi-
cient to direct heterologous secretion and delivery of effector
proteins by nonphytopathogenic bacteria; effector proteins from
P. syringae can be heterologously delivered into plants by Erwinia
Hrp systems or secreted in culture by the Yersinia type III system;
and the need for any Hrp system for HR elicitation can be
circumvented entirely by delivery of effector protein genes into
plant cells by biolistics or Agrobacterium-mediated transforma-

tion. The modular nature of the Hrpyeffector system is also seen
in the tripartite mosaic architecture of the P. syringae Hrp Pai,
which features both exchangeable and conserved effector loci.
The EEL represents a region in flux because of its high fre-
quency of recombination, and this probably allows fine tuning of
pathogenicity. On the basis of its similar G 1 C content to the
hrpyhrc cluster and the rest of the P. syringae chromosome, the
CEL was probably acquired at the same time as the core hrpyhrc
cluster, and it encodes effectors that contribute more signifi-
cantly to pathogenicity than the EEL. The modular nature of the
Hrpyeffector system suggests that it functions universally in a
broad range of potential plant hosts and with a frequently
changing pool of effectors. Effector gene instability may be
driven by the evolution of R gene surveillance systems and
changes in effector targets in plants. The next challenge is to
identify all of the effector proteins produced by model strains of
P. syringae, to understand how these proteins promote parasit-
ism, and to understand how the type III system of phytopatho-
gens has been adapted to deliver these proteins across plant cell
walls.
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